The following writing samples illustrate Jeanette Lynes'
creative writing in two genres - fiction and poetry - as
well as recent critical writing.

Excerpt from J. Lynes'
novel The Factory Voice
(Coteau, 2009)

Audrey
Spruce Grove. Alberta (Briefly)
December. 1941

know where the moon lives now At the east end of the sky. Where the tip of Lake
perior meets the future.
ou don't mind if I run hard while saying exactly
where, do you? I'm in an awful hurry. I have a train to catch,
the God's Country Express. The train will carry me east,
away from this whistle stop, away from cave-era parents,
away from the ranch hand. And I'm likely to leap over gopher
holes along the way, so if my words wobble in the next few
minutes, that's why. This ranch always was riddled with
gophers. If I twist my ankle on one of their from porches, I
won't be going anywhere. I'll miss my train. My life will be
over when it's hardly begun.
I'm only sixteen, but I'm told I sound older. That's because
I read. All Star Comics. The Spmce Grove Examiner (my par
ents don't take the paper; they already know the news and it's
not good), Hollywood-star magazines, books about Ontario.
Is that ever one dilly of a place - fast and loose, sounds like,
and lots of work. Shiny pages filled with art. I have to sneak
into town, to the library, to look at these. Sometimes I dip
into novels there, but I can't bring them home so I catch
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like Wonder Woman or, stagger me, even be near what, or
who, flies.
Instead of reading at the library, I'm supposed to be peddling these little sheets of paper with Bible verses printed on
them around town, a penny a verse. My mother says that will
teach me the value of money, and the pennies will go towards
my wedding o�enware from the Corning Glass Company. I'd
rather stand with a cob of corn stuck in my ear than peddle
those verses.
. I told my mother no one was home, that's why I came
home penniless. If I'd stuck around here, I'd have had to cook
up a new story, for people have to be home sometimes, don't
they? And where would they go in a speck like Spruce Grove?
But the pickle I was in with the Bible verses faded that day ,
when I saw the newspaper ad:
Girls Wanted to Build Airplanes in Ontario
Earn Good Wages. Apply in Person to Miss Ruby Kozak,
Head Office, Fort William Aviation

Stagger me if that paper wasn't lying open at the

Classifieds, waiting for me to waltz in there like Matilda.

Think about it. The next best thing to being able to fly like
Wonder Woman would be spending time in the company of
airplanes, wouldn't it? I'd so love to see how they fasten the
wings. How they soar.
A cog cranked in my head that day. The ranch could ranch
onward without me. The red calves could find their way out;
Clabber-Face could save his big birthing hands for someone
else. If I had wages I could find out about planes. I could do
whatever I wanted. And I stayed so long in the tiny library,
when I left it was dark and the moon had shifted. I haven't
looked back since.
I'm nobody's dumpling.
Not that far ahead, the train station, lit by electric light.
The lace of my canvas Jeeper comes unknotted, dangles, and
could trip me. I won't let anything trip me. My shoes aren't fit
4
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footwear for winter, but I'll worry about that when I reach
Fort William, the Dominion's industrial hub (said the news
paper). Audrey, do you take - Clabber-Face - definitely, oh,
for sure, take my dumpling (me), his colt. His newly-minted
missus (me) gets whisked upstairs to see what's under that
white dress. I already know the story, and when you know it
before it even happens, it's no kind of story and you should
find a fresh new moon. I want to be someone, so no, I don't

take you

Final

gopher

About the moon.
It hovers above the tip of can't miss this train, at the east end
of the sky. Above Fort William Aviation. All I had to figure
out was cash. Then, the day after the library, the solution hit
home - since the thirties my parents had lost faith in banks,
sU>cks or any modern to-do with money. They kept cash all
over the house. Wads of rolled bills inside the cherry jar, the
wedding fund my mother made a big whoo-boo over. I
cleaned it out.
And while I was at it, I took her one sin, lipstick. The wages
of sin. I used it to redden my cheeks on this, my journey to the
moon, hoping lipstick will age me to eighteen and help keep
away Nosey Parkers asking where I'm going, and why.
Just before I left the house I cut my brindled hair for speed,
and now it falls like short rain poured from a bowl. They send
Clabber-Face to find me, doesn't hurt if I look different. Too
bad I can't stand taller. I'm a half-pint. They'll tell me that
stealing the money was the worst sin a daughter could visit
upon her parents. I can already hear what they'll say, that's
what I mean about knowing the story beforehand- it's got to
be better than that.
One last short stretch of road and I'll reach the station. My
ears don't need lipstick; they're small, hot bundles of readi
ness. My ankles are untwisted. Gophers, good-bye - ha! - your
5
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little porches of pain didn't get Audrey Foley this time.
The moon is full, industrial. You could punch a hole
through the sky, to the very spot where it hangs roundly, and
touch it, but you'd need an airplane to reach that high. You'd
need the longest ladder in the Dominion of Canada. Either
that, or Wonder Woman's golden lasso. It would snag the
moon and whoever's home in there would have to speak the
truth, just like in the All Star comic. Maybe there's a chance,
just a sliver of chance, I could be a tiny Wonder Woman, her
third cousin. Sliver, but there for the taking.
Already I have wondrous ears. I can hear the train whistle
miles away, west of me in alpine-framed Jasper, in Hinton's
hilly saloons, the levelling-off lands. Best sound I've ever heard.
Here's the station. Shantylike, a sorry sign nailed over the
door - S and P crumbled - ruce Grove Alberta all that
remains. My ticker's about to leap from my chest now that the
moment is here. I lug my' carpet bag to the ticket wicket.
Elmer, the usual stationmaster, isn't working. The moon shot
a ray of luck right down on me when I needed it. I flatten the
roll of stolen bills. "Fort William, Ontario. One way. Please.,.
Mr. Not-Elmer spouts times, change in Winnipeg.
Do I want a berth? You bet I do.
The train comes now, a dark, moving deliverance. All
steam and screech. Brakes. I grasp my ticket. A striped arm
helps me step up with my bag. I find a seat away from other
passengers, which isn't hard at all - the coach is empty except
for a fancy lady poring over some papers. She looks pretty
with her wire-rimmed spectacles and she's not that old and
likely could smile if she wasn't scowling over whatever dire
thing she reads (I doubt it's a novel). I sit a few rows from her
(when she's not gone to the smoker) and I press myself into
the coach's shadows. It strikes me full now. I'm a runaway
bride, a prodigal. But only to my parents and to Clabber
Face. I know better. I'm swinging on a new moon.
The engine bucks out of Spruce Grove. I feel so few pangs.
Alberta is too small for me. I take one last glance out the
window; a place never looks shabbier than when you're
6
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leaving it, docs it? A few boiled potato suppers through small,
lit windows. The broken water tower. Poky little lives. I feel
a dandelion-puff of pity for them, but then, poof, gone. The
locomotive's ka-choo is the best song I ever heard. Sweeter
than any tune by the Andrews Sisters. My parents are right; I
am a wild, whistling cork. Let me be fully sly then. I'm the
kind of girl Green Lantern would be proud of, a runaway suc
cess story, quite possibly a heroine. Yes. Wonder Woman,s
third cousin. Why not?
Town's behind me, moon's ahead. I notice, for the first
time, a blanket folded on the scat beside me. I snatch it up,
stuff my mouth full of wool to stifle - what? - my giddy,
_
prodigal glee, or the higher joy-sob of a heroine on the loose?
You won't breathe a word of this to anyone, will you?
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Muriel, B.S.E.. M.A.E.
jBachefor of Sc ence in £ngi eering
University of Tmonto. 1929;
Master's m Aeronautical Engineering,
Umversity of Michigan.1932)

he is officially a spinster. Thirty-six years old. She has
her work, though. Her Master's degree protracted by
polio, but earned nonetheless. She thinks silver lin
ings, thinks clouds, as she dip-clops with her cane along
the sidewalk that leads to the main entrance of Fort William
Aviation, while the wind bangs her satchel against her wool
coat-covered thigh. Thinks aerodynamics. She grasps the brim
of her floppy hat against a sudden gust. Snow falls in hard pel
lets like pop rivets. Her plum new job begins today. After
nine years in a fusty office at Fairchild, she, Muriel McGregor,
is now Chief Engineer at this plant with a contract for three
hundred northern model Mosquitoes and a sky-high security
alert in the wake of recent escapes - subversives - from Angler
Detainee Camp. She'd arrived yesterday and, hunkered beside
her steamer trunk in her new flat, had inked, in bright red, this
milestone in her diary - the Lakehead at last! December 15,
1941. Threshold! Below these words she'd sketched a horned
cartoon devil and added, wickedly, Watch out for subversives
and monsters!
The head office of Fort William Aviation stands apart from
the plant, separated by a frozen courtyard about half the size
e

of a Dominion-league hockey rink. Muriel notes, as she passes
the courtyard's snow-covered benches, a Christmas tree
listing crookedly as the bitter wind buffets tinsel and garlands
of Union Jacks looped over its boughs. The pine's off-kilter
stance gives it a forlorn look. She flips through her mental
Kardex and remembers that she's to proceed to the reception
area on the main floor of the two-storey office building. She
stops for a moment to breathe the bracing air. Bears down on
her cane. Before pushing the buzzer beside the office door
Muriel rolls her dream over in her mind - landing skis�
Engineers have been trying to crack a foolproof design. This
is how Muriel wants to be remembered, not as a spinster or a
cripple, �ut �s the brilliant engineer who perfected landing
.
skis. Which 1s why the Fort William job is perfect; its long
winters are ideal for testing skis.
She buzzes. Through the glass panel of the door, Muriel
�ees a girl with crimped hair skitter towards her. The girl
introduces herself as Fraudena, the plant's switchboard oper
a,tor, and urges Muriel to, "for pity's sake, come in out of that
awful wind chill. n
As Muriel stamps snow from her boots onto the mat
inside the door, she recalls the long-distance telephone chat
she had with this switchboard worker several weeks ago.
The girl had warned Muriel that, since there'd never been a
lady engineer at the factory, people were curious as cougars.
Newspaper reporters from Fort William and Port Arthur
had been ringing the factory, hounding Fraudena for infor
mation. The newshound from Port Arthur said he wanted
to run a feature called "Queen of the Mosquitoes Lands at
the Lakehead." Muriel had quipped back to the switch
board girl to tell reporters who call that she rises in the
morning, makes hot oatmeal just like everyone else ·and
does not bite.
The phone rings insistently on the switchboard, and
Fraudena makes 'will it never stop' eyes and says whoever it
is, they can just call back. She asks Muriel how her train ride
was, all the way from British Columbia.
g
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"Oh-grand, grand," Muriel breezes. "What a country this
is." An odd thing co say, the engineer thinks, given it's her
own country, but lately she's had the sensation of observing
earth from outer space. As for the girl's query about her
journey, Muriel leaves out a great deal.
She doesn't tell this crimp-haired creature with the funny
name that she went to visit her mother on the west coast after
receiving a telegram from a hospital there. She hadn't seen her
mother, Annabelle McGregor, a prominent juvenile-court
judge in Vancouver, recently retired and suddenly taken ill,
for years. Nor had they been on speaking terms. Muriel had
an account to settle with this mother of hers, but Annabelle
was too weak to be taxed with any settling of accounts.
And then those interminable days on the train, nearly.
devoid of interesting characters, except for a fey girl with a
carpet bag and a wild rodeo of hair who boarded at some
speck of a place in Alberta. But the girl had huddled mute, or
retarded, in her scat. The kid had also disembarked at Fort
William, dashing rudely from the train in front of Muriel, not
offering to help with her heavy satchel. Luckily, the plane had
sent one of its young constables, a boy named Jimmy Petrik,
to drive her to the Brodie Street flat the factory had rented,
and to carry her luggage.
No, Muriel's trip to Vancouver had been futile, beyond the
time it afforded to pore over the thick industrial folders the
factory had sent her with their maps and protocols that wea
ried her, and the urgent Possible UnaHthorized Parts memo
randum that, while possibly grounded in rumour, distressed
her and made her worry that her dream job might be slightly
less dreamy than she'd anticipated.
"Miss McGregor?"
Fraudena offers to take Muriel's coat, hat and satchel.
Muriel will keep the satchel; it contains files she'll leave in her
new office. As Fraudena drapes Muriel's coat over her arm,
she croons over its fine fox collar, then gives the felt hat a
fondling sort of stroke. Muriel can only assume that textiles
offer this frazzled soul, who handles telephone cables all day,
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some sort of comfort. Fraudena says Frank Parks will be
down any minute to give Muriel a factory tour, and isn't that
him now?
The plant manager's legs churn in their direction. He
might have resembled Jimmy Stewart, in better days. These
aren't better days. Frank Parks wears a shapeless grey suit
with wide lapels. His face, with its prominent forehead, is
'light-bulb-like,' Muriel thinks. He joggles her hand and tells
her she must be the new lady engineer. She beams at his bril
liant deduction. Pointing to her cane, he confesses that her
affliction had slipped his mind. He asks if she's heard about
the escape from Angler.
"Yes. It's all over the news."
"Terrible business about Pearl Harbor," the manager
remarks.
She agrees.
He says he wants her to experience the plant from the
worker's perspective. Her coat is gone, but he supposes they
�n dash across the courtyard to the employees' entrance
without getting frostbitten. She guesses he's already forgotten
she can't dash.
They head outside and she picks her way over the courtyard's
icy path as fast as she can while the pop-rivet snow continues
to fall. She senses that Frank Parks finds it painful to watch
her, and so, to spare his nerves, she sends words into the air.
"Is it always this cold?"
His laughter is like a decelerated fl heel, a sound so
yw
unsavoury she regrets her gesture. "Cold? This is nothing,
Muriel - may I call you that?"
"Of course."
They've almost reached the plant entrance.
"Besides," he says, "it's dry cold we've got up here."
Frank Parks swings open the door for her. They enter a
foyer he calls "the ponal for each employee, the checkpoint."
She quickly pegs him as one of those people who love playing
11
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Séance,	
  A	
  Poetics	
  

The	
  bride’s	
  throat	
  began	
  to	
  hollow,	
  
to	
  fenestrate.	
  	
  
Gone	
  spindrift,	
  like	
  all	
  brides.	
  	
  I	
  know	
  
how	
  this	
  sounds	
  but	
  please	
  just	
  this	
  once	
  	
  
suspend	
  your	
  disbelief.	
  	
  
We’d	
  inhaled	
  our	
  share	
  of	
  exploding	
  flash	
  powder.	
  
The	
  man	
  in	
  charge	
  measured	
  levels.	
  
His	
  new	
  anastigmatic	
  lens	
  	
  
rattled	
  silver,	
  wires	
  went	
  herky.	
  
The	
  deal	
  table	
  stormed,	
  pitched	
  us	
  	
  
forward	
  in	
  our	
  chairs	
  like	
  we	
  rode	
  rickety	
  tractors.	
  
Our	
  Medium,	
  a	
  small	
  
Scottish	
  woman,	
  scoured	
  houses	
  all	
  day,	
  
still	
  held	
  a	
  soap-‐curd	
  scent.	
  Shone	
  
with	
  metaphor:	
  a	
  pudding	
  having	
  a	
  seizure.	
  
Imagine	
  a	
  semi-‐colon	
  here,	
  quick,	
  a	
  voice	
  said;	
  and	
  I	
  did.	
  
A	
  parlor	
  with	
  grammar	
  wields	
  a	
  tight	
  ship.	
  Period.	
  
Conditions	
  must	
  be	
  airtight	
  and	
  not	
  blathering.	
  	
  	
  
On	
  burled	
  walnut	
  shelves	
  Kodak’s	
  latest,	
  lit	
  red,	
  	
  
roosted	
  hawkish.	
  The	
  best	
  doily	
  quaked.	
  	
  
A	
  tall	
  cabinet	
  mimed	
  antique	
  telephone	
  kiosk.	
  	
  
And	
  outside,	
  the	
  stock	
  market’s	
  awful	
  disquiet,	
  
its	
  sunken,	
  hermetic	
  sentence	
  run	
  on.	
  And	
  on.	
  	
  
You	
  didn’t	
  suppose	
  this	
  ended	
  well,	
  	
  
did	
  you?	
  I	
  blinked	
  back	
  a	
  great	
  mist	
  of	
  

[no	
  stanza	
  break]	
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wanting	
  my	
  mother.	
  Held	
  hands	
  within	
  the	
  circle	
  
(to	
  my	
  left,	
  the	
  respected	
  barrister’s	
  palm	
  
sweaty;	
  he	
  missed	
  his	
  mother,	
  too).	
  	
  
Whatever	
  it	
  took	
  to	
  scrape	
  through.	
  	
  
The	
  medium	
  huffed:	
  ‘you	
  missed	
  a	
  spot’	
  
(dust	
  diviner).	
  Her	
  throat	
  sparked	
  a	
  hymn-‐tremolo.	
  
Somewhere	
  a	
  bride	
  lofted	
  beyond	
  questions.	
  
In	
  her	
  own	
  spangled	
  dust.	
  	
  	
  
A	
  broach	
  frothed	
  before	
  us.	
  Meringue.	
  No	
  –	
  a	
  face	
  	
  
we	
  chimed	
  and	
  no	
  dissent,	
  noted	
  the	
  note-‐taker.	
  A	
  face.	
  	
  
Shrunk	
  within	
  the	
  small	
  fogs	
  
of	
  ourselves	
  we	
  each	
  saw	
  the	
  face	
  we	
  saw.	
  
My	
  mother,	
  hungry,	
  young	
  –	
  
I	
  longed	
  to	
  retro-‐wire	
  her	
  the	
  money	
  	
  
for	
  high	
  school.	
  Longed	
  so	
  hard	
  
I	
  bit	
  my	
  mouth-‐lining	
  red,	
  missed	
  a	
  spot.	
  	
  
Bit	
  better,	
  harder	
  
for	
  full	
  blood.	
  	
  
Even	
  when	
  the	
  bride	
  lost	
  her	
  throat,	
  
ripped	
  open	
  by	
  a	
  wolverine	
  wearing	
  a	
  pillbox	
  
we	
  believed	
  in	
  a	
  township	
  beyond	
  the	
  cabinet,	
  
pastoral,	
  with	
  church	
  picnics	
  	
  
where	
  smitten	
  dead	
  boys	
  bid	
  for	
  pies	
  	
  
baked	
  by	
  pretty	
  dead	
  girls.	
  	
  
Failing	
  all	
  else	
  pastry	
  
provides	
  a	
  reason	
  to	
  be	
  here	
  at	
  all.	
  
Pastry.	
  And	
  hope.	
  Stupid,	
  stupid	
  hope	
  

[no	
  stanza	
  break]	
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its	
  endless	
  conjunctions	
  and	
  
Mother	
  I’m	
  still	
  here	
  
here	
  in	
  the	
  vapor	
  years	
  
still	
  making	
  things	
  up,	
  hoping	
  
something	
  will	
  come	
  of	
  it;	
  
still	
  stuttering	
  through	
  the	
  brume	
  
For	
  that’s	
  what	
  a	
  poem	
  does.	
  Period.	
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Things She Saw Before Anyone Ele
JEANETTE LYNES
Body parts out of place-Postman's fatal fall through icL"folly, dreaming he'd shortcut the mail.
Farmer's shoulder un-socketed by a thresher.
Now, somewhere near Decimal a grain-train
wails off its rails while her little dog snuffles
shrubs at the limits of his JeaHh.
So much lost bread.
Only the birds win.
But who believes a cleaning lady?
Only the hunchback lumping along Portage.
And who believes him?
No one ima�nes anything bad happens near Decimal.
Another farmer will dynamite
the schoolhouse during Arithmetic.
Tell someont! bcsidc•s her dog, incumbent on herAtop his endless winding i,;taircase her employer
laughed down through wafts of snuff
then offered. Snuff. Might calm her nerves.
No drugs in work hours. She sniffs trap
surely as ht�r little dog noses
hazard at the hems of paths.
Victor Hugo called death a flower. No one much
cherished that hypothesis. Skunk cabbage if
anything! She gives her wringer pail an extra crank.
A few dried currants dribble onto her prescient palm.
She craves bread duned with butter, bread's visionary
hum higher with butter.
The birds win and win.

Frog Hollow Press, 2015.

Deborah C. Bowen, in her introduction to Ca11adia11 l'ot:Jry's
spedal ccocriticism iss ue, n:fc:rcnced above, identifies a "communicy of
Canadian poets" whose work reflects an "c:thically charged ecopoetics"
( 7): Robert Bringhurst, Dennis Lc:e, Tim Lilburn, Don McKay, and

Jan Zwicky. She consi ders chesc poecs the "core" of this commun i ty
and, indeed, there is considerable validity in this formulat ion. An al·
ternacivc:, more gender-based, historicized community was formulated
by Diana M.A. Rdke in her 1999 book-lengch study Greemvor(l}ds
which traces a feminist tradition of ccopoets from Isabella Valancy
Crawford through to Dorothy Livesay, Daphne Marlatt, Margaret
Atwood, P.K. Page, Phyllis Webb and Marilyn Dumont, llle study of
ecopoetics can only be enriched by a diversity of approaches and com•
munities. Mose of the poets Bowen cites also produce "a kind of lyric
criticism alongside [their) own poetry" (8) and arc ofi:en in conversation
with each other both i n their writing and their lives as working poets.
Where do we situate a poet like M. Travis Lme who st:ems in
some: respects, to h ave fallen through the crack� of Canadian ecocriti·
dsm and yet whose work has long had a passionate investment in
environmental issues? Despite the fact that Travis Lane has lived in
Canada since 1960, her aesthetic roots arc American. She studied Rob
ert Frost while doing postgraduate work at Cornell University. And
while American environmcncal thinkers like Gary Snyder have been
important to Canada'.� ccopoets, the orienting chinkc:rs for poets like
Lilburn, McKay, and Zwicky are more: likely to be European, Classical
or, in Bringhurst's case:, Abor i gi nal. Further, at the risk ofputting things
bluntly, Lane: has never been prone to literary trends. While much of
the discussion of the moment hinges around lyric, Lane is chinking
about scnccnccs. Her investment in narr.itive may not be in vogue. One
could speculate further-about the: male dominance of the: Frcdcrkcon
poetrry scene, for example-but ic is perhaps enough to say chat M. Travis
!16

Lane: has, for whatever reason, exis ted som
ewhat apart from the: major
impulses wirhin Canadian poetry. She writ
es like no other poet I know.
And yet her c:copoet ic concerns , as chis
discussion will ilJuscrate, reso
nate in many ways with chose of her liter
ary colleagues, l11 is discus
sion is ultimately les.� interested in spec
ulating on the dearth of critical
work on Lane (a problem that chis mon
ograph of essays in any case
begins to address) ch an in revealing how
she has been, all along, part ofa
broader ecological conversati on. Moreove
r, I would suggest that Lane's
work demonstrates a movement, over the
years, away from a dramatized
alienation from nature, to a more "ethicall
y charged" (Bowen, 7), stance
as well as a fuller, more affirmative ecol
ogical vision. le is time to grant
M. Travis Lane membership in the c:cop
oecic community; doing so will
not detract from hc:r uniqueness bur
racl1 er reveal that she has bc:en,
these: many years, as engaged as any oth
er ecopoet writing in Canada.
Like any poet, M. Travis Lane'.� pro
ject grapples with t h e:
perennial qu estion of, as Tim Lilburn
aptly puts it, "[H]ow to be:
here"( 1 o)-which, as Lilburn and othe
rs have cogc:ncly shown, is an
ontological and ecological question, Ima
ges of maps, monuments, and
geographical markers have pervaded Lan
c:'s work from its earliest phase.
Space precludes an exhaustive: di scussion
ofLane's ecologically invested
poems. However, a sampling oftc:xcs from
her c:arlic:r work, her "m i ddle
period," and more: rc:cc:nt poetry reveals
that the problems Lane taddes
with respect to questions of h ome, plac
e, earth, and ecology have broa
der rc:lcvance for those interested in
Canadian ecopoecics. For the
sake of this discussion, I wiJJ conside
r Lanes r 980 collection, Divina
tions and Shorter Poems I973-197S as
indicative of her "earlier" period
(tl1oug h she published earlier than this
; hc:r first chapbook appeared in
1969); N((:ht Physics ( 1994) as repr
esentative of her "middle period";
and Keeping Afloat ( 2.001) as a more
contemporary sampling.
!17

Let me at this junctu re, rc:fine the question, "How to be here."

ecological vision. "Epitaphs" are made oflanguage, what some claim sc:ts

More to the heart of the mam:r may be: "How can we be on this earth

us above animal,;-a fallacy chat, according to David Abram, has con·

now that 'here' is too often toxic, colonized by Jevdopmc:nt or resource

tributed co our current state ofalienation from the earth. Writes Abram:

extraction or designated a combat zone? The extent to which we have

"Language: as a bodily phenomenon accrues to all expressive: bodics, not

compromised the earth makes it difficult co define "home:· or mak·

just to the human. Our own speaking, then, docs not set us outside of

ing a home or, as Don McKay puts it in Vis a Vis, as "the settl ing of

the animal landscape buc-whether or not we are aware ofit-inscribes

self into the world" (2.2.), in a simp le, unproblematized way. Indeed,
home is el usive, as McKay remarks: "{t]o make a home is co establish

key words in the seed of the fuller ecological vision L'lne plants h ere arc

identity with a primordial grasp, yes; hue it is also, in some mea.<;ure,

"rotting among -easy words co miss, but terribly cr ucial. Despite chis

to give it away w ith an extended palm" (2.3). M.Travis Lane iterates a
similarly paradoxic;tl nature of home in her early poem "Colonial" (D,
8 s ), which ends with t he following paradox suspended w ithin a stand·

alone couplet: "for h ome is a place we've never bc:en./We should not

us more fully in its chactering, whispering, soundful depths" ( 80 ). 11,e
n

poem's imagery of victimization and erasure, it becomes a composting
site in which we arc absorbed in the same processes as the animal world.
J ust as critics have not really begun to address M.Travis

be home in it were we there" (8 s). L'lne evokes the problcm acics of col·

Lane'.,; involvement in ecopoecic discourse, l ittle mention has been

onial space in the poem's opening lines : "Our liccle bells ring steadily:/

\. made of her membership in the long poem tradition in Canada.

beyond chem drones/the deaf Atlantic sponging us./doc on a dull map,
from our sight" (8 s ). Images oferasure dominate these lines. lhe human

Lane's extended works arc not included in the long-poem an·
thologies typicall y used in university courses: yet, her credentials in

presence on che earth seems diminutive, miniaturized, inetfecmal ("our

longer forms and serial forms arc sound. L·me's book, Homecomings:

litt le bells"). What seems to be the colonizing force in chis earlier poem

NamtlJve Poems. was publish ed in 1977, and Night Physics (1994),

by Lane, is an indifferent nature: "the deaf Atlantic" (8 s). Titis view of

the hook I associate: with Lane'.,; "middle period," opens with the

a hostile: and indifferent nature seems quite in ke eping with Northrop

medicative: serial poem "Fall·Wincer 1 990- 1991 ." N{'{ht Physics also

Frye's famous formulation of terror-of-nature: a.-; a domin,mt impulse

contains the sustained dialogic poem "Anachroni stic Gnat Music."

of Canadian poetry. Clearly. rhc human is insignificant in Lane's "Col·

"Divinations; published in Divinations and Shorter l'oems 1973-197,f

onial"- "us.Idot on a dull map" ( 8 'i ). Yet in contrast to chc rnchcr dark

( 1980) is a long d1rec·parc poem deploying different speakers. Of par·

and sinister reading of chis pocm one might fed tempced cowards, chis

ticular interest to a considerac1on ofL1nes ecopoetks, is" Red Earth;' the

poem also contains the scc:Js of chc broadc:r, more affirmative: ecological

second poem in th e triptych which , due to spacial considerations, can

vision evidcnn:d in Lane's later work. In the mid-seccion of"Colonial;

only be di!icussed briefly. In its critique of male knowledge in the form

she presents us with an image of "antlers/rotting among che epiuphs"

of che anthropologi!>'t·Colonizer-husband figure and its negotiating of

(85). Not a cheery image, to be sure-but what is glimpsed here is
an integrative imaging of the human and tlte animal worlds. a fuller
11!1

a space for the woman's more explanatory epistemology, chis poem evoke.,
Diana M.A. Rclke:,; feminist revisionist reading of Isabella Valancy
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Craw ford's ccopoet ic text "Malcolm's Katie" in which "an .11 rernative epis·
temology of knowledge:"-''an cxpc:riemial way of seeing and knowing
che natuml world" is "'introduced into Canadian poetry" (Relke, 1978).
l11 c speaker ofM. Travis Lane's "Red Earth" is a nurse who

I fln<l him har<l to talk to; it'� as if
he were always thinking of sumehody else,
or ashamed uf this tiny \'acant �he<l,
Heahane an<l thistles, the ground is rnl<l
all the year rnun<l ...

(JJ. 2.9)

accompanies her anthropologist husband to "an Indian reserve where
he intt:nds to spend his sabbatical leave researchingMalc:cite mythology

11u: tangle: ofweeds, above, reminds us ofthe organic tangle: of

and excavating the prehistoric grave sites which have given the reserve

antlers rotting among the epitaphs in "Colonial." TI1e contrast, too, be·

its name: Red Earth" (:z.1 ). She is a kind ofMrs. Selby figure a la John

tween rheir "tiny graveyard... tucked in the weeds" and "John's red pre·

Stdfler's poetic novel, 1/Je AjierlifaofCleorge Cartwright. In the revision·

historic dig" is striking. 111c:ir space blends readily {"tucked") into the
natural landscape. unlike: ("not") the "red prehistoric dig" which sug·

ist texts of Crawford, Steffler, and Lane, the authority of the male ex·
plorer or scic:ntist is qualified. What Lane c:nacts in her long poem "Red
farth" is a kind of unknowing on the part of the anthropologist's wife

gescs an ugly wound or scare-there's a kind ofdetached air to "John's"
sire, occasioned perhaps. in the: turning of"dig," normally a verb, imo a

and in this unknowing is her liberation. Lane's nurse travels to the site,

noun-a process ofobjectification if ever there: was one. What is fore·

initially, to be: her husband's hdpmate,

grounded in the: above excerpt i� the: firsr·pcrson voice as active agent:

to

be usdul: "I tend the fire"

{ 2.2.). She, too, is initially complicit in the colonizer's sensibility: "I want
to

tell them what to do... 1hey have to farm/seriously... " (:z.5). Lane's

"I went," Lane's nurse has assumed her own agency, paradoxic,,lly, by
giving up control. A relinquishing of ego is, a.; the: writing.� of many

nurse/wifo grows in wisdom clu: more she divests hersdf of certainty:

environmental thinkers affirm, the first step towards a fuller, more c:co·

"Perhaps what I don't understand/is something I don't even see" {2.5),

logically sound existence. Ar the c:nd of"Rc:d Earch:' the nurse-spc:aker

a turn reminiscent ofTim Lilburn's observation that "[c]ontemplation

is "anchored" in place, and has acknowledged the: open-c:nded mystery

grows out of the wreckage of other forms of knowing" ( 12.). As the

ofher existence: "I can be nourished on anything" (41 ). Yet hc:r trans·

nurse's narrative ofher own utility falls apart, she begins to open herself
a culture lived more in harmony with the land. As soon as Lane's

formation from utilitarian "helper" to one element among many in the
land, is not without a cost. Tiuough chc: linked images of the: red blood

nurse: has "nothing to do" { 30) she:, ironically, begins to grow and elms

of rhe ''gash" in the nurse's side and, mirrored against chat, on che "far

embark on her own journey:

shore" where "a wounded deer/Acd from the dogs:· Lane's speaker tells

to

I went to the tiny graveyard hae,
imtJohn's red prehistoric Jig, but theirs,
tucked in the weeds behind the chun.:h.
I missed the Priest on purpose, He goes back
to the dty after his weekly mas�.
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us: "It is nor far./Thc blood·spots turn to berries at my feet" {41 ). Blood
becoming bc:rrics is, ofcourse, a metaphor. A kind of poetic intelligc:nce
which, in its web·spinning, is also an ecological incdligence, overruns
chc: poem here and, in these final line:,, gees the: last word. And yet in
terms of the poem'.� cultural politics, Lane is not naive; earlier in the
91

poem, "John stained his mouth and hands with (wild strawberries]./

ecopoetic� formulated by Diana M.A. Rdke. In stanza three, the voice

When I reached for some the old man's tiogs/barked at me. He had said,

in Lane's pocm shifts from a putatively descriptive: co a dcdarative tone:

"Don't eat them," /broken strawberries, like bloo<l-/thc stained, red
men" ( 17 }. What Lane seems to suggest here is complex. 'The imagistic
similarity of red blood and red berries links the land and its exploiters;
yet even though the herries may be "broken" or cont.tminated, they still
play a pivotal role in the wife's movement towards a fuller ecological

Better he shoulJ go mousdy; uccp
the .1s a dry leaf; wmc
on snow calligr-lphy
of his own diary Join�s ...
(NI'. 69)

awareness. Perhaps Lane is reminding us that the context of coloni·
alism in North America, the land-which has been "broken" by the

"Go mousdy"-this is interesting advice, and this poem can he read

colonizers, can never again be viewed as innocent, romantic, or pure.

as a gmdc: to ecologically ethical writing. Mice live their lives much

Night Physics continues Lane's warning. evidenced in "Red
Earth," against imposing our egos onro rhe landscape. An interesting
thing is unfolding in these "middle period" poems-Lane's ecological
project has begun to incorporate more images related to writing itself:
lhis docs not, in my mind. represent an inward turn so much as a broad·
ening of scope and more integrated thematic web. Lane's poem, ..About
the Size oflt" exemplifies this turn; landscape and writing are placed
in convers:ttion here, the an poelicn and the ecological consciousness
arc melded. Reminiscent of Earle Birney's well-known poem "Bushed:'
Lme's poem begins with the hum:u1 ego over-running narurc: "This m:u1
runs into the forest/breaking its red-ripped branches, flails/among che
ice-encrusted leaves.I is.I he says.I the poet of himself" {NJ>, 69 ). A reader
at all familiar with L1ne's poetry will discern, under chis descriptive sur·
face, an clement of critique in che destructive and d1aotic verbs ''break
ing" and "flails." By stanzaic increments the poem's speaker makes her
critique more blatant and in doing so rejects the man's attempt to myth
ologize himself. "He/contains, he says,/what he has run inside" (69}.
"He says (my emphasis]," repeated in both stanzas one and two, fore
grounds the gendered aspect of the will to power over the land, which.
as suggested earlier, grounds Lane's work in the feminist tradition of
')1.

dosc:r co the: earth than humans :md though "creep" might suggest a
rather inc:ffecrual motion, it is i:autious, strarcgk and dearly prefor·
able to "flail," the signature verb of du: man in the: poem's opening. In
"leaf" we: see the merger of writing and nature, and Lane:� "snow cal" ligraphy" is reminiscent of clu: white page. Perhaps the: most strik·
111g dc:ment of this stanza, though. is the: directive tu wntc "{o}fhis own
diary domgs." What is Lane advising here? Her use of the diary is strrk·
ing. since diary writing has often be�n regarded as feminine discourse
and as such has bcc:n, at times, dismissed as mere confossion.tl "rrivia."
Lanc may well be embracing a woman-centred ecopoetics, here-the
poem's advice might be loosely translated as "look dosdy ac thc do·
mesric world, attend to char, and du: larger world may be redeemed,"
Of course a poem can't be paraphrasc:d or "sloganizcd" into some·
thing like: "think local, act global." To Jo so is to stnp it of its artistry.
Nevertheless, 1 think it\ important to rc:cognizc: char Night l'hysiCJ
and a poem like "Abour rite Size of It" marks a high degree of inte·
gracion 111 rhar the ,,rs poelrcn and the ecological vision become in·
separable. "About the Size of It" isn't the only poi:m in N(c;ht l'hysic.r
in whkh we witness an ecopoetks of minutia. "1l1c:rc Arc Real Ants
in the Metro" is a tc:stimony to rhe ace of poc:ric attention. "I have sat
')}

responsible: and, to quote Deborah C. Bowen's useful formulation

all day watching," the speaker tells us. "Real Ants" is an urban nature

again, "ethically charged c:copoctks."

poem and as such intersects with a larger ecopoetic discourse on na
rure in the city. W hat Lane's poem reveals is the closeness of the Im

Kt't'Ping Ajlont integrates to an even greater dL•grte two of

man and insect worlds-everything is connected in an ecological

M.Travis Lane:� passionate preoccupations: the writing life: and cco·

web if we only look. In the fourth of five: stanzas, Lane's speaker

logical concerns. 111c: poc:m wStrive for a Deep Stillness" could serve

tells us that the: workmen "crawl out from their shaft at mezzanine"

as the: ars poetic,, for this book and perhaps even for the: conrc:mporary

(NP, 76). 11u: workmen "crawl{ ing]" are akin to the ants. In keep·

p hase: ofLane'.� poetry. wStrivc:," a spare, sonnct·lc:ngth poem, develops

ing with the complexay of Lme's work, MReal Ants" could sustain

the: directive: for poetic attention set out in ''About the Size oflt." I will

alternative readings-as, for instance, a poem about the dc:humani

quote Lane'.� poc:m in its entirety:

z,uion of labour in capitalist society-but within an ecocriti
cal framework, the poem speaks to the co-existence: of simul·
taneous worlds, which in turn exposes du: contingency of

Strive for a Jeep stillne\s

our own and de-centres human dc:lusions of supremacy.

n:ffecteJ from a glassy lake
speak in its mirror,
the motionless
lkep fathom, uf the mountain
with irs white-luckeJ hcaJ
patient heyuml all terror like the d.1rk
tl1c tired enter willinwynot death
hut the long night of G od,
or the cnJurmg being of all things.
l11err.: is an emptiness u>nt:un�;
l11erc h a brtl1er poetry.
(lvl, Striwjtir ,, JJ,.,•p Stillne�J, 62.)

\llCh

\i

In Night Physks, Lane also continues her poetic investigation of
longer forms.1l1c collection's first piece is a serial poem in nine: sections
entitled "Fall-Wimer 1990-1991." Written, in all likelihood, during
the GulfW.'lr, wFall-Wintc:r" is an anti-war poem that reveals the con·
tamination of domestic landscapes far from combat by the evil of war;
"A radar crested yellow bird haunts me;' Lane writes at the: beginning of
the poem's fourth section (NI', 12.). The poem's fifi:h section begins with
the line w[a) tear drop hangs from the beak of a bird," and the seventh
part opens with Mfluish and sick with lii.-iening to the news..." (NI', 1 3 ).
"Fall-Winter" is a meditation prompted by images of how we try to

as stars

paperovcr an earth ruined by war ("rubble") with "tidy garden( s ]" and

111c "deep stillness" this poem endorses is ddineated in terms that ex

"bulb plots" (NP, 9). Lane's decision to begin this collc:ction (which is

tend bqo11d the human world ("star�"). llic: mountain'!> "white-locked

dedicated to the Frcdcricton branch of Voices of Women for Peace) in a

head," despite: its anthropomorphic imaging, melds human and natural

domestic landscape (a "tidy garden" with wbulb plots") (NP, 9) haunted

elements. A tone of reverence and contemplation suffu!.es this poem

by war places her in the company ofccopoets who, like Don McKay

and it.� sonnet-like structure: gesmres back to the contemplative tJUartet of

in "Materiel" (Vis n Vis, 37-49) take up the ethical mandate: of a fully

sonnets, wDusk Sequence" th at appears earlier in th e collection. But du:
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main point I'd like to make is chat while N(�ht Physics, with its sclf

( 91: "A Rcader's Deductions," 90-91 ). And fellowship in words is, as chi:

reAexive turns that examine the writing lite, locates itself squarely in

work ofM. Travis Lane and her ecopoetic colleagues in Canada reveals,

language, Lane's more recent collection, Keeping Afloat, probes a dimen·

a crucial key to begin, as David Abram puts it, "to recall and rc·establbh

sion be_yond language-a "farther poetry." l11erc is in Keeping Afloat a

the rootednes� ofhuman awareness in the largcrc:cology" ( :t 61 ). To "go

means of expression beyond words which qualifies the supremacy of

mousdy," as M.Travis Lmc advocates, is to go dose to the earth and

language as humans' privileged purchase: on the earth, recalling David

above all, it is to,{(o-ro be-and to honour the membership uf.111 small

Abram's remark, quoted earlier. In the: second sonnet in "Dusk Sc·

things in the fellowship ofour earthly scory.

quence; Lane writes: "Ifchis white field of brambles speaks/(ifin another
tongue:} it speaks/the willing of all chings.ltheir unified disunities, the

1LL�

names/of all requiring this long field" (KA, 45). Lane's "white field of
brambles" carries forth the "snow calligraphy" in "About the: Size oflt."
But the operative: word, in the lines quoted from "Dusk Sequence," is
"if"-"lf this white field ofbrambles speaks" (KA, 45). There is both less
assurance in Kt·l'ping /ljloat, and yet more. The "unified disunities" of
"all things" reveals a mature ecopoctic stance: a swerving away from

...

imposing human order onto everything, towards and what Don McKay
designates in Vis ,1 Vis as a kind of wilderness-consciousness consisting
of "not just a set of c:ndangc:red spaces, but the capacity of all things to
elude the: mind's appropriations" (2.1 }. Another way of chinking about
chis might be to consider how Lane's white field of speaking brambles
or McKay's formulation of wilderness brings us back around to the ques
tion every poet engaged with the natural world, must ask:

to

what ex�

mu can language represent the natural world? To even begin to answer
chis is to recognize an involution in language. the poet's tool box, at
once humbling and hopeful. As Lane writes in "For Bulkington," "A
sentence says more than its sentencing" ( 89}. Our sentences do both less
and more with respect to our engagements with the landscapes that
constitute the earth. Elusive as they may be, our words, as poets, are our
means of connectedness, our ecological web. Lane writes, in the final
poem in Kuping Aflaat: "To resist the scncencc is to resist fellowship"
96
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